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Abstract

Introduction: Selecting individuals at high risk of Alzheimer’s disease (AD) dementia

and using themost sensitive outcomemeasures are important aspects of trial design.

Methods: We divided participants from Alzheimer’s Disease Neuroimaging Initia-

tive at the 50th percentile of the predicted absolute risk of the polygenic hazard

score (PHS). Outcome measures were the Alzheimer’s Disease Assessment Schedule-

Cognitive Subscale (ADAS-Cog), ADNI-Mem, Clinical Dementia Rating-Sum of Boxes

(CDR SB), andCognitive Function Composite 2 (CFC2). In addition tomodeling, we use

a power analysis compare numbers neededwith each technique.

Results: Data from 188 cognitively normal and 319 mild cognitively impaired (MCI)

participants were analyzed. Using the ADAS-Cog to estimate sample sizes, without

stratificationover24months,would require930participantswithMCI,while using the

CFC2 and restricting participants to those in the upper 50th percentile would require

only 284 participants.

Discussion:Combining stratification byPHS and selection of a sensitive combined out-

come measure in a cohort of patients with MCI can allow trial design that is more effi-

cient, potentially less burdensome on participants, andmore cost effective.
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1 INTRODUCTION

Pharmaceutical clinical trials in Alzheimer’s disease (AD), particularly

those that are directed at disease modification and prevention in

those at risk or in the earliest stages of disease, are resource intensive,

require long periods of intervention and follow-up, and have had a very
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high failure rate.1,2 There are some encouraging results from several

compounds currently in the experimental therapeutic pipeline3 which

will hopefully spur greater interest in clinical development at these

stages. Trials may fail for drugs that lack efficacy but also for its partici-

pants not having the targeted disease pathology, or outcomemeasures

being repeatedly selected despite awareness that they are insensitive
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or tailored for the population under investigation.4 To improve the

likelihood of success developing high-quality therapeutics, further

research attention to improving clinical trial design is warranted.

Older adults can have cognitive decline caused by both non-

degenerative conditions including encephalopathies and vascu-

lopathies, as well as with medical diseases and a spectrum of neu-

rodegenerative diseases including AD, Parkinsonian dementias,

frontotemporal degenerations, and limbic predominant age-related

TDP 43 encephalopathy (LATE5). In clinical trials directed at the amy-

loidopathy of AD, 21.4% of all participants receiving bapineuzumab,

a humanized monoclonal antibody directed at the n terminus of

amyloid beta (Aβ), were classified on Pittsburgh compound B positron

emission tomography (PIB PET) as being amyloid negative with

36.1 of non-carriers of the apolipoprotein E (APOE) ε4 allele being

amyloid negative.6 These findings within trials that include partici-

pants without underlying AD pathology7 add significant noise to the

analyses, potentially obscuring treatment effects and overall trial

results. Enriching samples with those most likely to have underlying

AD and thus the predicted trajectory of cognitive decline, with known

underlying pathology, is an important research direction. Biomarkers

including amyloid and tau pathology assessed via cerebrospinal fluid

(CSF) or PET have gained popularity in clinical trial design; however,

these tests are expensive and invasive, representing a large investment

for both participants and investigators at the screening end of the

study.8

Genetic tests for late onset AD have focused on the APOE ε4 allele,

which has been used in trial ernichment.3 More recently, polygenic

risk and hazard scores have been developed, which take into account

the smaller contributions of multiple single nucleotide polymorphisms

(SNPs) to determine risk. In the case of hazard scores, age-specific

absolute risk can be further derived based on the combination of base-

line incidence proportion from epidemiological studies and the time-

invariant hazard scores.9,10 In the current study we use the Desikan

polygenic hazard score9 (PHS) to stratify a study sample to evaluate

a low-cost, minimally invasive method to identify those most likely to

decline during a typical trial period of 12 to 18 months. The PHS is

derived froman analysis of a 31 SNPpanel that has been demonstrated

to reliably identify individuals at risk of AD dementia at any age, and

provides a continuous measure of risk of AD dementia with higher

scores indicatingmore risk at any given age.9 The PHS extends beyond

the risk conferred by the APOE ε4 genotype and enriches for both

amyloid and tau pathology.11

Optimizing outcome measures in clinical trials involves identifying

a sensitive measure to capture change over time in the population

being measured, with the least variance, and with sampling of domains

that predictably become impaired in the disease stage. TheAlzheimer’s

Disease Assessment Schedule-Cognitive Subscale (ADAS-Cog12) has

been frequently used inmild cognitive impairment (MCI) trials, despite

its original development having been for mild to moderate dementia

severity. It has been shown to have poor sensitivity to decline, espe-

cially in the earlier predementia stages,13,14 which are now a frequent

target of novel interventions. Furthermore, it has a high degree of

variability,15 further reducing its signal-to-noise ratio. ADAS-Cog has

HIGHLIGHTS

∙ Combining genetic enrichment of participants with sensi-

tive outcomesmay improve trial design.

∙ Stratifying mild cognitive impairment with the polygenic

hazard score appears effective.

∙ Using a combined cognitive-functional outcome with

stratification reduces sample size needed.

RESEARCH INCONTEXT

1. Systematic review:WeusedGoogle Scholar andPubMed

to search the literature on trial enrichment and outcome

measures in early Alzheimer’s disease (AD). We found

that lack of enrichment leads to many non-AD partici-

pants in trials aimed at the early stages of AD, and when

used enrichment tends to use expensive and invasive

techniques. Similarly, outcome measures used are often

suboptimal.

2. Interpretation: The combination of lack of enrichment in

recruitment and suboptimal outcomemeasures results in

expensive and ineffective studies. We used new genetic

methods to determine the polygenic hazard score (PHS)

of participants, and modeled a hypothetical study, strati-

fying for risk by PHS score and comparing different out-

comemeasures.

3. Future directions: This article outlines a proposed clinical

trial design involving genetic enrichment using the PHS

and combined cognitive-functional outcomes. We look

forward to this method being tested in other cohorts and

in prospective trials.

been preferred as the cognitive outcome measure in part due to its

acceptance and familiarity by regulatory authorities alongside mea-

sures of functional impairment. However, the Food and Drug Admin-

istration (FDA) has recently updated its recommendations16 and a

wider array of cognitive and functional, or combined composite mea-

sures, are now acceptable as primary endpoints in trials. Less is known

about such composite outcome measures, although improved power

has been reported with measures such as the Clinical Dementia Rat-

ing Scale-Sum of Boxes (CDR-SB) scores17,18 or the Cognitive Function

Composite 2 (CFC2).15 The Clinical Dementia Rating (CDR) scale17 is a

global assessment instrument combining assessment of cognitive ele-

mentswith functional aspects of the disease. A step in the calculation is

toprovidebox scores,whereby the score for each “box,” that is, domain,

is added up and not weighted as it is for the global score. This CDR-

SB19 score has been shown to be sensitive to change in MCI20 and

mild dementia.18 The CFC215 composite was developed as a better
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combined cognitive-functional endpoint with superior measurement

properties than either the ADAS cog or the CDR-SB. It was empirically

derived from the Alzheimer’s Disease Neuroimaging Initiative (ADNI)

data using linear mixed effects modeling, which can be used to derive

composited which maximize change over time while minimizing vari-

ability. Measures combiningmultiple cognitive scores into a single cog-

nitive composite, such as the ADNI-Mem,21 are also being explored as

potential primary outcomemeasures forMCI trials.

This study aimed to assess whether we could achieve a more effi-

cient and effective trial design in predementia stages of AD including

those at increased genetic risk while cognitively normal or with MCI

by combining stratification based on PHS and testing across a range

of the most frequently used composite outcome measures. We were

interested in comparing change over time in these compositemeasures

as outcomemeasures with determination of sample sizes necessary to

achieve significant change at various follow-up periods.

2 METHODS

2.1 Participants

Data for these analyses were drawn from participants in the ADNI

(adni.loni.usc.edu) who were classified as either being cognitively nor-

mal (CN) or having MCI at baseline entry to the cohort, had at least

12 months of follow-up data and had available PHS calculated by the

Desikan Lab at University of California San Francisco (UCSF).

2.2 Polygenic hazard score determination

The PHS9 was developed using the AD Genetics Consortium data

bases, which combine large-scale genomic studies. AD-associated sin-

gle nucleotide polymorphisms (SNPs) and Cox proportional hazard

models were used to develop the score, which was ultimately based

on 31 SNPs in addition to the twoAPOE variants. Age-specific absolute

risk for each individual was then estimated based on genotype scoring

and age-specific incidence rates, with replication of the model on mul-

tiple other cohorts. For the current study, the PHS was calculated and

the 50th percentile based on the age-specific absolute risks was used

for stratification.

2.3 Composite outcome measures

ADAS-Cog22 is an 11-item measure with tests of verbal memory,

praxis, orientation, and naming, and a scoring range of errors from 0

to 70. A higher score is worse.

The ADNI-Mem is an empirically derived memory measure that

includes four memory tests (all verbal) available within the ADNI

test battery including components of the ADAS-Cog, the Rey Audi-

tory Verbal Learning Test (RAVLT),23 Logical Memory from the Wech-

sler Memory Scale,24 and the word list from the Mini-Mental State

Examination.25 Itwas derived using statisticalmodeling to enhance the

psychometric properties of a composite in comparisonwith the individ-

ual tests. It benefits from adjusting scores to account for differences in

RAVLT version, which are present in the ADNI dataset. It is centered

around 0with a variance of 1.

The CDR includes a rating of the individual domains of memory, ori-

entation, judgment and problem solving, community affairs, home and

hobbies, and personal carewhile a total score of the CDR-SB is derived

by adding each domain score with a scoring range of 0 to 18, and with

higher score beingmore impaired.18

The CFC2 is an empirically derived composite including the ADAS-

3 (ie, the sum of word recall, delayed word recall, and orientation from

theADAS-Cog), the cognitive component of theCDR-SB, and the Func-

tional ActivitiesQuestionnaire (range0 to30).26 Ahigher score ismore

impaired.

2.4 Data analysis

Demographic and test data were compared between the upper and

lower PHS stratified risk groups using t tests or chi-squared tests,

as appropriate. These analyses were completed independently within

each of the CN andMCI groups. The analyses involved two steps. First,

to compare change over time between high- and low-risk groups, two

mixed models with repeated measures (MMRM) were fitted for each

of the outcomes. Unstructured correlation matrix was assumed. The

first mixed model controlled time and binary PHS levels (above 50%

quantile as high risk group and below as low risk), and adjusted for

sex, education, and age. The secondmodel had the same covariates but

additionally included an interaction term between time and the PHS

levels. We compared the two models using the analysis of covariance

(ANCOVA) to assess whether the PHS had a significant effect on the

changes in the outcome measures over time by examining the signifi-

cance levels of the effects of the added interaction terms in likelihood

ratio test (LRT).

We then used two-sample t tests to calculate required sample

size for each outcome based on hypothetical, two-arm studies over

12, 24, and 36 months to achieve a 25% effect size with a power

of ≥ 80%. Effect size was calculated as Cohen’s d based on esti-

mated mean change from baseline and residual standard deviation

from regression models (MMRM). This practical analysis allows us to

understand the ramifications of using particular outcome measures,

and how thismight be improved by risk stratification. All analyseswere

completed with R version 3.6.1. R package “pwr” was used for power

calculation.

3 RESULTS

3.1 Participants

Demographic, disease severity, and cognitive data are displayed in

Table 1.
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TABLE 1 Demographic and disease severity data for the sample

CN MCI

Low risk (n= 113) High risk (n= 75) Low risk (n= 113) High risk (n= 206)

Age at initial assessment 75.91 (5.10) 76.11 (4.60) 76.14 (7.45)* 74.47 (7.11)*

Years of education 16.10 (2.73) 16.37 (2.76) 15.65 (2.96) 15.64 (3.12)

%women 43.4 45.3 38.9 33.0

%white 100 100 100 99.5

ADNI-Mem 0.94 (0.50) 1.07 (0.60) 0.08 (0.61)*** –0.15 (0.57)**

CDR-SB 0.03 (0.12) 0.02 (0.10) 1.50 (0.79) 1.64 (0.89)

ADAS-Cog 11 6.32 (2.77) 5.94 (3.05) 10.37 (4.07)* 11.66 (4.09)*

CFC2 6.21 (2.90) 5.68 (2.79) 14.55 (6.03)** 17.02 (6.65)**

Abbreviations: ADAS-Cog, Alzheimer’s Disease Assessment Schedule-Cognitive Subscale; ADNI, Alzheimer’s Disease Neuroimaging Initiative; CN, cogni-

tively normal; CDR-SB, Clinical Dementia Rating-Sum of Boxes; CFC2, Cognitive Function Composite 2;MCI, mild cognitive impairment.
*P< .05.
**P< .005.
***P< .0005 referring to significant differences between high and low riskwithin the cohort (CN orMCI). Numbers in parentheses are the standard deviation.

TABLE 2 Model results for CN

Test Findings

CFC2 Effect @ 12months for

low risk only

Effect @ 24months for

low risk only

Effect @ 36months for

low risk only

Main effect of high risk

at baseline

LRT (comparingModels

1 and 2)

0.03 –0.10 0.88* –0.46 3.23 (P= .36)

Additional effect for

high risk group

Additional effect for

high risk group

Additional effect for

high risk group

0.46 0.68 0.88

ADAS-Cog 11 Effect @ 12months for

low risk only

Effect @ 24months for

low risk only

Effect @ 36months for

low risk only

Main effect of High Risk

at baseline

LRT (comparingModels

1 and 2)

–0.65* –0.50 –0.60 –0.34 1.42 (P= .70)

Additional effect for

high risk group

Additional effect for

high risk group

Additional effect for

high risk group

0.03 0.49 0.27

CDR-SB Effect @ 12months for

low risk only

Effect @ 24months for

low risk only

Effect @ 36months for

low risk only

Main effect of High Risk

at baseline

LRT (comparingModels

1 and 2)

0.07* 0.11* 0.18* –0.01 1.13(P= .77)

Additional effect for

high risk group

Additional effect for

high risk group

Additional effect for

high risk group

–0.01 0.04 0.09

ADNI-Mem Effect @ 12months for

low risk only

Effect @ 24months for

low risk only

Effect @ 36months for

low risk only

Main effect of High Risk

at baseline

LRT (comparingModels

1 and 2)

0.05 0.07 0.09 0.11 2.91 (P= .41)

Additional effect for

high risk group

Additional effect for

high risk group

Additional effect for

high risk group

–0.06 0.00 –0.09

Notes: For each outcome, results of model 2 are displayed, including: low risk effects of time (mean changes in outcomes at each time point comparing to the

baseline for low risk [reference group]), main effects of risk (difference in outcomes between the two risk categories at the baseline). Results of the analysis

of covariance comparing the twomodels are also reported, and the interaction effects for risk (PHS) by time at each time point are displayed as the addition

effects of high risk group.

Abbreviations: ADAS-Cog, Alzheimer’s Disease Assessment Schedule-Cognitive Subscale; ADNI, Alzheimer’s Disease Neuroimaging Initiative; CN, cogni-

tively normal; CDR-SB, Clinical Dementia Rating-Sum of Boxes; CFC2, Cognitive Function Composite 2; MCI, mild cognitive impairment; PHS, polygenic

hazard score.
*P< .05, **P< .005, ***P< .0005.
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F IGURE 1 Change over time on each outcomemetric by risk group in the cognitively normal cohort. PHS, polygenic hazard score

3.2 Cognitively normal

There were no significant changes at 1 year, 2 years, or 3 years from

baseline for ADNI-Mem (see Table 2 and Figure 1). CFC2 demon-

strated worsening from baseline at 36 months, while ADAS-Cog 11

showed a significant time effect (ie, improvement) at 12 months, but

no significant effects at later time points. Only CDR-SB showed a sig-

nificant time effect at all three time points compared to the base-

line. None of the four outcomes had significant differences between

high- and low-risk groups either at the baseline or in their mod-

eled slope. While there were several statistically significant differ-

ences, the actual differences were small and potentially not clinically

detectable. There were significant main effects of sex and education

for CFC2, ADAS, and ADNI-Mem; women and more highly educated

people had better scores in those measures at baseline. To exam-

ine whether the sex had a synergistic effect when combining with

time and risk, we fitted the same regression models with the three-

way interaction terms of risk, time, and sex, but none of these terms

were significant compared to the reduced models using LRT, imply-

ing that the added impact of stratification was not helpful for the CN

group.

The MCI findings are displayed in Table 3 and visualized in

Figure 2.

3.3 Mild cognitive impairment

For theMCI cohort, the overall LRTs for the interaction terms between

time and risk (PHS) were significant for all outcomes except ADAS-Cog

11 (P= .10), indicating that stratifying timewithPHSmade a significant

contribution in explaining the changes in CFC2, CDR-SB, and ADNI-

Mem.

The ADAS-Cog 11 showed a significant main effect of time at 24

months (2.19 higher than baseline) and 36 months (3.70 higher than

baseline), and an additional effect of high PHS group at 36 months

(2.35 higher than low PHS group). There was a negative main effect of
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TABLE 3 Model results forMCI

Test Findings

CFC2 Effect @ 12months for

low risk only

Effect @ 24months for

low risk only

Effect @ 36months for

low risk only

Main effect of high risk

at baseline

LRT (comparingModels

1 and 2)

1.94*** 4.98*** 7.67*** 2.40** 13.19** (P= .004)

Additional effect for

high risk group

Additional effect for

high risk group

Additional effect for

high risk group

1.69* 3.70** 5.28**

ADAS-Cog 11 Effect @ 12months for

low risk only

Effect @ 24months for

low risk only

Effect @ 36months for

low risk only

Main effect of high risk

at baseline

LRT (comparingModels

1 and 2)

0.78 2.19*** 3.70*** 1.33* 6.21 (P= .10)

Additional effect for

high risk group

Additional effect for

high risk group

Additional effect for

high risk group

0.19 1.35 2.35*

CDR-SB Effect @ 12months for

low risk only

Effect @ 24months for

low risk only

Effect @ 36months for

low risk only

Main effect of High Risk

at baseline

LRT (comparingModels

1 and 2)

0. 42*** 1.02*** 1.35*** 0.13 12.05* (P= .007)

Additional effect for

high risk group

Additional effect for

high risk group

Additional effect for

high risk group

0.25 0.59* 1.24***

ADNI-Mem Effect @ 12months for

low risk only

Effect @ 24months for

low risk only

Effect @ 36months for

low risk only

Main effect of High Risk

at baseline

LRT (comparingModels

1 and 2)

0.00 –0.07 –0.14* –0.23** 14.26** (P= .003)

Additional effect for

high risk group

Additional effect for

high risk group

Additional effect for

high risk group

–0.09* –0.22*** –0.27**

Notes: For each outcome, results of model 2 are displayed, including: low risk effects of time (mean changes in outcomes at each time point comparing to the

baseline for low risk [reference group]), main effects of risk (difference in outcomes between the two risk categories at the baseline). Results of the analysis

of covariance comparing the twomodels are also reported, and the interaction effects for risk (PHS) by time at each time point are displayed as the addition

effects of high-risk group.

Abbreviations: LRT, likelihood ratio test; MCI, mild cognitively impaired.
*P< .05.
**P< .005.
***P< .0005.

Abbreviations: ADAS-Cog, Alzheimer’s Disease Assessment Schedule-Cognitive Subscale; ADNI, Alzheimer’s Disease Neuroimaging Initiative; CN, cogni-

tively normal; CDR-SB, Clinical Dementia Rating-Sum of Boxes; CFC2, Cognitive Function Composite 2;MCI, mild cognitive impairment.

education (the higher the education, the lower the ADAS-Cog). There

were no significant main effects of age or sex.

The ADNI-Mem showed a significant effect of low-risk group at 36

months compared to baseline, and additional significant effects at each

time point for the high-risk group. LRT suggested an overall significant

interaction effect between high-risk group and time. Therewas a base-

line difference between low- and high-risk groups. To note, though,

the actual change was relatively small. There was a significantly posi-

tive main effect of education (the higher the education, the higher the

ADNI-Mem) and female sex, but nomain effect of age.

The CDR-SB showed significant increasingly main effects of time at

each timepoint (changes of 0.42, 1.02, and1.35, respectively) and addi-

tional significant effects of high PHS group at 24 and 36 months (addi-

tional 0.59and1.24). Therewasnomaineffect of sex, age, or education.

TheCFC2 also showed significantmain effects of time at 12, 24, and

36 months (1.94, 4.98, and 7.67, respectively). Furthermore, the high-

and low-risk groups differing at baseline, and had additional significant

effects at 12, 24, and 36 months. There was no main effect of sex, age,

or education.

3.4 Power analyses

Table 4 shows the sample size needed in each arm of a two-arm hypo-

thetical trial with MCI participants, to show a 25% effect size with

a minimum of 80% power. At each time point, two sample sizes are

presented, one showing the number of participants needed without

stratification, the other if only high PHS participants are included. The

results are calculated separately for each outcome measure, and are

calculated for the cases of full sample and high-risk sample only. Twelve

months may not be an appropriate timeline for a MCI trial—all four

outcomes required huge sample size to achieve an 80% power. At 24
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F IGURE 2 Change over time on each outcomemetric by risk group in themild cognitive impairment cohort. PHS, polygenic hazard score

TABLE 4 Sample size needed in the hypothetical clinical trial using
a regressionmodel

Number needed in each group

Test MCI 12months 24months 36months

ADAS-Cog Full sample 5470 930 559

High risk 5161 638 472

CDR-SB Full sample 957 508 419

High risk 647 409 320

CFC2 Full sample 722 360 272

High risk 538 284 230

ADNI-Mem Full sample 9713 1315 1032

High risk 3938 742 667

Abbreviations: ADAS-Cog, Alzheimer’s Disease Assessment Schedule-

Cognitive Subscale; ADNI, Alzheimer’s Disease Neuroimaging Initiative;

CDR-SB, Clinical Dementia Rating-Sumof Boxes; CFC2, Cognitive Function

Composite 2;MCI, mild cognitive impairment.

months, the full sample group required 45.8% more samples in ADAS-

Cog, 24.2% more samples in CDR-SB, 26.8% more samples in CFC2,

and 77.2% more samples in ADNI-Mem than the high PHS group. All

four outcome measures further reduced the required sample size at

36 months when the full sample group required 30.9% more samples

in CDR-SB (419 vs 320) and 18.3% more samples in CFC2 (272 vs

230) than the high PHS group. CFC2 required the smallest sample size

comparing any other outcome at each time point for either full sample

or high-risk group.

4 DISCUSSION

Our study analyses were undertaken to address the utility of enrich-

ing clinical trial designs in populations of participants who might be

enrolled while cognitively normal or with MCI while identified to be

abovemedian age adjusted genetic risk according to the Desikan PHR.
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In the CN cohort, there was little meaningful change over time

seen on these composite outcomes within the stratified sample above

and below PHS median risk. While a slight improvement (potentially a

practice effect) was captured at the 12-month visit in the ADAS-Cog,

ADNI-Mem, which is designed to avoid this phenomenon, did not

demonstrate this change. There was statistically significant decline on

the CDR-SB andCFC2; however, the actual differencewas numerically

small, below the threshold of being clinically discernible. This is con-

sistent with earlier reports that tests sensitive to subclinical levels of

change are elusive,27 or alternatively that there is simply insufficient

decline in the timeperiod studied to capture and thatmuch longer peri-

ods of follow-up potentially to 6 years may be necessary.28

PHS stratification around a median split was not helpful in the CN

cohort, although from the graph (Figure 1) it appears that there is some

divergence between groups beginning at 36 months on the combined

cognitive–functional measures.

Given known differences in sex on verbal memory, better scores

in women29,30 on the ADAS-Cog was not entirely unexpected, as this

test relies heavily on verbal memory. This is an important feature to

take into account in the design of trials in preclinical AD that women

are likely to be more resilient to decline on these measures despite

increasing levels of AD pathology. Using nonverbal memory measures

(not available in the ADNI dataset) due to their indifference to sex

differences31 or using sex-specific norms32 are two practical ways to

counter this effect.

The potential utility of the median split PHS stratification in MCI

is informative. Cognitive measures demonstrated change at 24 and

36 months for the low-risk group for the ADAS-Cog, and 36 months

only on the ADNI-Mem. Adding risk stratification demonstrated more

change over time in the high-risk category at all time points for

ADNI-Mem, and only for 36 months on ADAS-Cog. There was an

advantage to women for the ADNI-Mem but not on any other out-

come measure, perhaps reflective of the loss of reserve seen dur-

ing this stage.29,30 The power analysis suggested important savings

with stratification in terms of numbers needed with each of the cog-

nitive onlymeasures, and an apparent advantage of extending a trial to

36months.

The combined cognitive–functional measures were sensitive to

change at each time point in MCI, with enhanced decline noted in the

higher risk group at 24 and 36 months for CDR-SB and all time points

for CFC2. In addition, thesemeasures were robust to sex, and required

the fewest participants for a trial. The best performer in the power

analysis was arguably the CFC2 in the high-risk group at 24 months.

There was minimal benefit in terms of number of participants needed

when extending to 36 months. A trial with this stratification mea-

sure/outcome measure combination requires 70% fewer participants

to one using ADAS-Cog without stratification represents a potentially

large gain in efficiency in trial design that would translate into very

large savings in participant recruitment, opportunity cost, and time to

completion.

Limitations of this study include its lack of generalizability to those

outside of white European ancestry. The PHS was developed pri-

marily on available large-scale genetics studies, which have had a

strong bias toward this ethnicity.33 We were also limited by the

test battery given that this was retrospective data. Future studies

may include more sensitive measures of decline in the preclinical

phase.

One aspect of stratification that should be taken into account when

considering this as an option is issues around the disclosure of PHS risk

status. Until there is more known about its performance in those of

non-white and diverse populations with evidence that its findings are

robust and clinically important, it seemspremature to be deploying this

within a clinical setting. In the future, careful education and counseling

will be recommended before disclosure potentially perhaps following

strategies used successfully with ApoE disclosure.34

Our results emphasize the importance of selecting the right patients

and the right outcome measures for clinical trials.35 We further pro-

pose a relatively cost efficient way of doing this, using the PHS as a

stratification factor and using a combined cognitive–functional, empir-

ically derived composite measure as outcome. This combination strat-

egy could significantly reduce the number of participants needed, and

the time frame required for a trial inMCI.
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